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This is the recordof a teaching sessionon forecasting techniques for evaluating
alternative futures, and howto use these techniquesin making policy decisions.
This sessionwaspresentedboth in Dearbornand in Portland. The basictext of this
transcript is from the Portland meeting, including the introduction by Mr. Gary
Corflett. A similar introduction was given at Dearborn by Mr. Wil Kraegel.

The transcriptof Mr. Becket's presentationat the Dearbornmeeting was usedin
editing this text in order to identify the mostimportant topics and also to supple-
ment where someadditional clarification was needed.

MR. CORBETT: We, as membersof the Society's Committee on Futurism,hope that
this sessionwill both increase your familiarity with futurism and exposeyou to some
of the tools that you can use in current decisionmaking. We chosethe particular
topic of forecasting techniques, and there's certainly a lot more to futurismthan
that, for a numberof reasons. First, I think actuaries have always dealt with fore-
casting in someway or another, sothe basic concept of forecasting is familiar to
the actuarial profession. ButI think it's true, to a large degree, that the fore-
casting methodsusedin the actuarial profession were developed, by and large, many
years ago-and mostof ushave nat followed someof the more recent developments
in the forecasting area. I would suggestthat the actuarial approach to forecasting
has followed rather traditional lines. Forecastingparametershave been largely
static; that is, we've tended to extrapolate from the past, assumingthere would be
no new influences and interactions in the future. We've assumedthat phenomena
of the pest are reliable indicators of the future. There are certainly exceptions to
that. I don't want to suggestthat the actuarial professionhas not beenusing any
new techniques. I think someof the more recent developmentsin risk theory and
someof the materials comingout through ARCH would indicate that there are actuaries,
mathematical actuaries perhaps, that are taking into account someof the more ad-
vanced concepts.

I would suggestthat the conceptsof futurism can enhanceclassical forecasting
techniquesby adding a greater awarenessof the presentand future while not
diminishing the relevance of the past. Forecastingwith this awarenessof the future
takes into account, in addition to the continuation of past trends, the possible
effects of current decisions themselveson future developmentst the interactions
in the future of significant factors, currently discernible but not reflected in the
trends and, very importantly, a possibility of discontinuities in the socialtpolitical,
and economic climate. There has been somedebate about the Society getting into
such a supposedlyarcanet somewhatpsychic field. Somepeople look at it as fu-

turism. I rememberreading a letter, in the Actuary that questionedhew the study
of futurism squaredwith the Society s motto of the work of sciences, i.e. to sub-
stitute facts for appearancesand demonstrationsfor impressions.

*Mr. Becker, nat a memberof the Society of Actuaries, is Executive Vice President
and Treasurerof The FuturesGroup, Glastenbury, Connecticut.
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The author of that letter said that futurismcertainly doesnltsubstitutefacts for
appearancesand I would agree with that. Futurismby its very nature, dealing with
the future, cannot substitute facts for appearances. There are no facts about the
future. Factsexist only about the past. But I would suggestthat at least the second
mark of the motto, the substitutionof demonstrationsfor impressions, is something
that futurismdoesdo well, by trying to substitutedemonstrationsor well-thought-out
probabilities about the future for what are often vague andoften inconsistentimpressions
about the future.

In the real and complexworld today, we can't use only analytical techniques. We
mustnow deal with synthesisas well asanalysis. Our backgroundand training, and
the backgroundand training of manypeople in businesstoday, have oriented us to see
convergentsolutions to problems. Futurism requires that we systematically seek out
and analyze divergent solutions. To tell usmoreabout the studyof futurism, particularly
in the forecasting area, we have with ustoday, Hal Becker, who is a co-founder of
The FuturesGroup of Glastonbury, Connecticut. The FuturesGroup is one of the mast
prestigious groups in the country that deals with research in the area of futurism and its
practical application to real world problems. As Executive Vice President and Treasurer,
Hal supervises company contracts and grants, the marketing, selling and developing of
new data services and various businessactivities for the company. He also is involved
in company-sponsored work of systemsanalysis and decision malking techniques and is
responsible for personnel management, budgetary planning and administrative activities.
Studies for industrial clients under the direction of Mr. Becker have included consumer
purchasing patterns, pharmaceutical and health care, socioeconomic change in the
country, energy supply and demand, and issuesand opportunities for clients' specific
products. He also works extensively with industrial and governmental clients to improve
their own planning, forecasting and policy assessmenttechniques. Mr. Becker has
taught and lectured for industry, academia and government on policy analysis, technology
assessment,forecasting, futurets research, community goals and development planning,
managementand organization concepts and personnelmotivation techniques. His pub-
lications include numerous technical papers and presentations. Now, I'd like to turn
it over to our distinguished speaker for the day, Mr. Hal Becket.

MR. BECKER: I hope the entire sessionwill be relatively informal this afternoon. I
don't want it to be a monologue on my part. I prefer that you ask me questions and
challenge me. I always learn from the kind of dialogue that evolves in those kind of
sessions. That's one of my ulterior motives, you see.

The so-called subject of "futurlsm," and maybe the way someof us in this profession are
going about our thing, has a certain aura of the mystique. There are many of my colleagues
who are comfortable with the term futurism or feel comfortable with being called a futurist.
[ don't. Those kind of terms comeand go. For example, in the past welve talked about
operations research, systemsanalysis and systemsengineering. My view of all such
"disciplines" is that they are on a continuum, and the continuum that we're trying to
improve is the continuum of policy analysis. The items Itm going to talk to you about
I would not want to offer asa comprehensive discourseor presentation regarding the
entire subject of policy analysis. I want to talk with you about some techniques we
have developed over the past several years and are increasingly employing for our clients
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in both govemment and industry. These techniques relate to the part of policy
analysis that attempts to determine what the future mayhold and to give usbetter
insight, in light of thosekinds of projections, into the implications of our contemporary
actions.

I want to go through the discussionwith you this afternoon in essentially two ports. A
brief part at the beginning relates to change. Indeed, if we're talking about trying to
come to gripswith better estimating what the future may hold-and I saymay, not will-
one of the items that we really have to be concernedabout is what we really meanby
change. Quite frankly, I'm concernedthat, when we talk about changein our society
(or at least businessorganlzatlons) the data we use often are not utilized in the bestway
to give usan insight into the real dynamicsof change. I would be very surprisedif manyof
you here were not already familiar with the enormousamountof lltereture that has been
written in recent yearsabout the changesour society is experiencing. Social values are
changing. We've even experienced in the past ten or fifteen years, asyou people know
muchbetter than I, various kinds of demogrephlcchange: major reductions in birth rate
that we didn't anticipate, changes in divorce rates, and soon. And just look at all the
authors: AI Toffler's FutureShock; Charles Reich's The Greening of America; Dan Bell's
Post-lndustrlal Society, and so on.

I cameacrossthis piece recently and it seemedto be particularly contemporary. We've
been through a couple of bad winters, we went throughWatergate which wasa major
shockto our 200 year republic. It was the first time people at the top of our government
resigned. There are people around the world whonow are worried about massivestarva-
tion and major ecological disasters. To many it seemsto be at the sametime, "the best
of timesand the worstof times". We are wise and we are foolish, we believe and we're
incredulous, we have light and we have dark, and we have hope and we have dlspolr.
Indeed, "we have everything before usand we have nothing before us. " These thoughts
seemto be terribly contemporary. Needlessto say, they are from the first paragraphof
A Tale of Two Cities by Charles Dickens, which is approximately two centuriesold at
this point.

I showedyou this nat because I'm a scholar. I don't purport to be one. But I suspect
that those in Socrate_time, and someof the Egyptiansand Chinese a few centuries
before them, probably felt the sameway. The reasonI show this to you is becauseI
believe that, in the affairs of individuals, institutions, and even natlons, there are
at least two kinds of changes lbat are going on at all times. One is a long term or
secular trend, the other is an oscillation about the long term trend. When we look
at data, suchas the tlme-serles data that I understandactuaries use, we often collapse
those two into one trend. As a result of the addition of those two components,we
often losesightof what really is happening. The long term condition often can be
very strong. Once an institution, organlzatlon_ or individual gets into a pattern, it
may be difficult if not impossible to break out of that trend, short of somekind of
revolution. Impressedupon the long ter/n trend are short term oscillations. In the
United States, I think we all recognize that an enormousnumberof decisionsand
resultingcharacteristics of our society are synchronizedwith our two, four, and six
ear election cycles. In manyareas, it seemsimpossible to change patterns or
havlor of physicsand make decisions that go beyond the bureaucrats' peraelved
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elected-term of office. Indeed, humaninertia often seemsto be strongerthan physical
inertia; it seemsto defy laws of physics. If we can dlsaggregateand pull these two
componentsapart, the secular trend and the short term oscillation, our imagesof the
Futuresshouldbe improvedand our decisions, thus, madebetter. Clearly, certain
decisionshave to be basedon the shortterm. And other decisionshave to be basedon
the long term. Typical examplesof long termdecisionsare those for large capital
expenditures that manyorganizations in our society, such as the chemicalsand petro-
leum industrieshave to make. Many of ourdemographic trendsare really on long-
term patterns:for example, birth rate. Butjust in the past thirty or forty years we have
experienced digressionsfrom longterm trends. For example, there are strongindications
that as societiesget richer and moveaway from an agrarian economybirth rate declines.
It may not really have been the pill that wasmastimportant in reducing birth rate in the
United States in the pastone or two decades. When people want to stophaving children,
they apparently stophaving children. They know where children comefrom, and they
can prevent them. The pill may make it a little easier. But if we step back and look
at birth rate in America by going back to the end of the 18th Century the curve has
been on a long term decline. One transient occurred during the Great Depressionwhen
birth rate droppedeven further than it otherwise might have. Another occurredafter
World War II when everybody came homeand said, "Wow, you look better than I
remember" and they had fun for a while and birth rate increased. Now it has stabilized
on the downwardtrend again.

So, 1 make this point to you. Often we collapse too muchin one trend and don't pull
apart the real forcing functions or the basics. And there are other characteristics of
attemptsto forecast which often dcomour efforts to failure before they even are started.

One characteristic, certainly of our contemporary society (often displayedby the media)
is a preoccupation with current events-I ca[lit current eventshypnosis. We have an
oll embargo or somekind of pollution disasterand institute enormous, billion dollar
programs. Six monthsor a year goesby and we often turn our attention to other problems
of the moment. Thiscurrent event hypnosisoften sidetracks our efforts to appropriately
pursuelong term problemsand solutions.

Another characteristic of forecasting is that many forecasters, reputable forecasters,do
not give their judgmenton what they believe is really mostlikely to happen. Rather,
they tell you what they would like to happen. They are attempting to create a "self-
fulfilling prophecy". In fact, the individual or institution from whomyou are obtaining
the forecast may be in a position to largely determine what the Future will be. We all know
that there are institutions and individuals in our society who are more effective in causing
things to happenthat they would llke to happen. In the work we do at the FuturesGroup,
we consciouslyseek out and interview hundreds, maybe thousandsof people, throughout
the year on the variousproductsfor our clients. And in seeking out these imagesof the
future, we consciouslylook for diversity of opinion.

One important observationabout forecasting that I heard a few years ago wasfrom Kai
Erlcksonof Yale. He said that if we examine the item we forecast asbeing mastlikely,
often its complement, that event which is mutually exclusive, is the next mostlikely
possibility.
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We're all familiar with someof these forcesof change and the factors that influence
forecasting. Indeed there are many things going on in our society that are changing
the ballgame for many institutions. Let me mentiona few important examples.
Legislation in America has experienced an important metamorphosisover roughly the
last hundred yearsasto how that legislation is influencing the marketplace. The first
legislation that was enacted in this country that largely impacted the types and prices
of productsand services that industrycould offer to the consumerwasthe so-coiled
antitrust legislation of the latter part of the 19thCentury. That legislation, I offer
to you, had one specific focus-protect the competition. It wasdirected at protecting
industry itself; protecting one companyfrom domination by another.

Federal legislation, again directed at influencing what could be offered in the
marketplace, took up another focusduring the Great Depression. Legislation that
then wasenacted wasdirected at protecting the consumerfrom industry, fair price
lawsand so on. Now a new focushas emerged in legislation that now is being enacted
at the federal level that already has importantly affected people llke yourselves. This
new legislatlon, affecting what can be offered to the consumer, is directed at protecting
the nation. Let megive you an example. The Auto Fuel EconomyStandardsnow in
force specify that the fleet of cars, that GM, Ford, Chrysler and other manufacturers
se_l in future years mustattain certain levels of performance, i.e. 27.5 miles per gallon
by 1985. The resulting autosmay not provide what the public wants.

Legislation is only one aspect of change in our society. The many areasof technological
change have been addressedby manyauthors in recent years, and uncertainty about
economic conditions seemsendemic, at least for the next several years.

What do these forcesfor change do? They create not a fatalistic or deterministic situation
regarding our future. They have created a setof alternative futures. If there is one
unifying characteristic of "futurism", it is that we are not dealing with a singular future.
We, as individuals, and the companiesyou representare faced with an alternative set
of futures, a range of things that could occur. Our work is directed at providing people
llke yourselvesan improved image of those alternatives and with assessingactions to help
you "choose" your future. Stepback and ask yourself how happy you would be if future
A, B, or C evolved, what's the likelihood of each of thosefutures, and perhapsmore

importontly, what you can do today that will ultimately influence what future materializes.
We re not proposlng that policy choice is a fatalist game; it's a probabillstlc game. If
you haven't read it, you may be interested in The Art of Conjecture by Bertrand De Juvenelle,
a French philosopher. In that bookhe crystalized tills concep_ot probabillstic futures and
the impact of contemporary policy choice.

Let me talk with you now about someways of peering into the future-of systematically
Peering into the future that we_ve developed and use in policy analysis. When it comes
to dealing with the future in quantified terms, there are two basic approachesin estimating
what the future is likely to be. One is by working with what we (and I suspectpeople
such asyourselves)refer to as time-serles data; e.g. birth rate as a function of time,
infant mortality as a function of time, llfe expectance asa function of time. That approach
postulates that the variable wlth which you are dealing is a function of time, that there
is no other causeand effect relationship.
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The other basicapproach to forecasting is modeling, which attempts to simulate
the various actors and reactors in the system (social, economic, technological)
and to project the parametersand variables in which you're interested. Often these
parameters are a function of a series of other parametersthat in turn are inter-
related.

The first approach, trend extrapolation where the variable is a function of time is
based upon the systemin motionconcept. It presumesthat those factors which have
largely determined the pastwill continue to shape the future. Trendextrapolation
generally will not illuminate surprises. Here are someways that people extrapolate
trends. When we have a seriesof historic data we try to fit a curve to those data.
There are many ways of curve fitting, asyou know. One way is humanjudgment;
coming up with an "eyeball's least squarescurve".

In certain kindsof forecasting we may be dealing with things that come in packages.
Let me try to give you an example. A technologist working in the area of energy
may be trying to estimate what the new energy supply domainmay be. Maybe the
parameter of importance is output per unit weight of the supply system. We can look
at alternative systemsusedover the centuries (water, wind, wood, coa[, petroleum,
nuclear) and draw a trendof the above parameter for each one of the systemsas it grew
in capability. An envelope curve can be drown that includesall the knownalternatives.
This envelope can be extrapolated and the technologist often will tell you _hathe can
now spot a domain where somenew systemhasto be.

Rememberthat this approach presumesthat we're dealing with a systemin motion. Here
is a very famouscurve, speedof aircraft in the earth's atmosphere asa function of time.
The Pentagonmay be interested in specifying what shouldbe built into a new procure-
ment to be operational in ten or Fifteen years. One sourceof advice might pull this curve
out of the file and say: I just got somenew data about what the Russianswere up to, so
I'll put another data point on the curve . I don't want to use my eyeball to de it so
IXll turn it over to a computer and searcha seriesof equations. Out comesthis equation
that fits the data best. He usesthat equation to project the curve and tells his boss
what the specification should be.

This kind of extrapolation can be terribly naive for somevery important reasons. Some
are physical. If I'm talking about speedwith which mancan fly in the vicinity of the
earth, I can't extrapolate this curve beyondabout 18,000 miles an hour. Above that
speedwe would exceed escapevelocity and would no longer stay in the vicinity of the
earth. I could make the samegeneral argumentabout certain institutional barriers that
you can't ignore. Sotrend extrapolation can be terribly naive.

Now, to come to grips with someof these deficiencies that came from usingthe past_sessentially the complete descriptor of what the future will hold. The first technique
want to showyou is one we refer to asTIA - trend impact analysis. It's a technique of
working with time-serles data. Indeed, its a crude way of simulating systems,but still
working with time seriesdata. This technique bringsinto the picture not justpast factors,
because we can't ignore inertia in our systemsand we can't ignore certain lawsof physics,
but also imagesof the future. At this point, let me start showingyou someactual examples
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to demonstratethat what I'm talking about is .really an.qperetional technl.que. Here's
a projection that we madeworking with Northeast Utilities. It is one of the largest
electric utilities in New England. We had been working with them for several years.
In 1973 they asked usto help them improve and update their load forecasts. New
Englandhas been experiencing important changesin demandfor electricity, as have
other areas. Peopleand industry were leaving, environmental concernswere growing
and Public Utility Commissionswere increasingly requiring defensesfor rate increases.
So, we made this projection for them.

The data that we had in 1973 ended with this point. The curve was in a downtrend,
creating somevery interesting questions. All other things being equal, where would
it go from there and what new things would occur--new kindsof energy developments,
demographicchanges, etc. The final result was thls--the meanof the forecastalong
with the range of uncertainty. In this case I'm showingyou the upperand lower
quartiles. In other termswe anticipated that, when we madethe projection, 50% of
all potential future worlds would lie within this band, 25% of the caseslower, and
25% of the caseshigher Iflan the bond shown. Here's what's happenedsince then.
And here is Northeast Utilities' figures from a forecast it made in 1976-1977. You
can see, for all intents and purposes, the actual usage figures lle right on the mean
of our forecast. Now, let me mention one thing about this forecast.

I showedyou here what I refer to as the range of uncertainty. You remembermy
earlier comments to the effect that we believe strongly that we're not dealing with
a fatalistic world. One of the characteristics of the forecaster is that he often invites
the person in the organization he's trying to help to ask for a "single" number describing
the future. The forecaster often knows he's uncertain about the number. But for some
reasonhe is compelled to give the client one number. I believe that's an enormous
disservice. The possibility of that actual number materializing in the whole scheme
of things very often is relatively small. If I provide a forecast and, to the best of
my ability, estimate that the number lave given is uncertain, to plus or minustwo,
three or four percent, there is one set of policies that's most appropriate for that
organization to pursue. Alternatively, if I showiflat the range of uncertainty is plus
or minus25 or 30 percent, there are a different set of policies that are mostappropriate.
That's the essenceof risk and policy analysls-havlng muchbetter insightas to how
certain future conditionsare and, in particular, to develop insightsas to the sourcesof
thoseuncertainties.

Here's how we make these kindsof forecasts. The first thing we do is look at the
historic data and seewhat the systemin motion is, what the so-called base line is.
Then we try to systematically forecast the range of thingsthat, if they were to occur,
would be important to that particular parameter. Invariably, whether it's a highly
technical parameter like energy, or a sociological parameter llke birthrate, there
always are a hostof things that could be important to that parameter-not just tech-
nology, not just legislation, not just economics, not justsocial values, but all of them.
And you see that here. We forecasted, in this case in 1973, a possibility of OPEC
increasing its prices from 1974 levels by 25%. And you see the probobilltles that we
attached to that asa function of time: one chance in six by 1980, one in four by 1985
and not quite one chance in three by 1995.
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In the case of this forecast, we also spotlighted technological possibilities-energy-
saving techniques, lessenergy-intensive processesin that sector of consumption-
along with their probabilities. Other possibilities included the national economy
stagnatingfor three years, increased governmentintervention, increased consumer

rotection demandsand pollution control, and soon. We systematically attempt to
recast itemsthat, were they to occur, would be important to that trend, and how

likely they seemto be asa function of time.

Where do these estimates of impacts and probabilities come from? They come from
any insightswe can embrace. The staff readsan enormousamountof material. I
mentionedearlier that we interviewed. That's one of the waystheseevents were
obtained, from interviewing people around the country-the bureaucrats, the economists,
the technicians working |n thls area, the legislators. You get them to unload their
computersand open up their thoughts. Often you get somesurprises. Somebodyis
ready to take a move that you haven't heard about. Somebodyis willing, in confidence,
to talk about someproprietary thing that he's up to.

Theseprobabilities come from, then, any way we can rationally get them: reading,
interviewing people, our ownstaff contributing, and soon. You don't always get
unanimousopinions. In fact, when we interview people, we look for divergent
opinionsbecause there's going to be rich insights from those.

Often we will not structure a forecast in the way I've shownyou but will put together
alternative scenarios. Somepeople will say, look, it's not only one chance in three
by the '90's, it's almosta certainly. You have a new scenario before you. You might
feel, on balance, that one scenario is as likely asanother. Soyou create two worlds.

This kind of forecastingalsoembodiesanother concept, that we call cross impact
analysis. Crossimpact analysis is basedupon the presumptionthat events do r_t occur
independently. What really happensin the world is that, when one event occurs, it
makes it more or less likely for other events to occur. Indeed, when people don't ask
themselvesthat crossimpact question, what is the probability of the other events if this
event occurs?-they often will make estimatesof probabilities of events that are incon-
sistent. Frequentlyyou get forecasts, for example, of two events that are mutually
exclusive with high probabilities of occurrence for each event.

Often when you start asking that cross impact question, people have more confidence
in conditional probabilities: I know if event oneoccurs what the probability of event
two is. Then you can go back and reassessthe initial probabilities. People are often
morecertain about probabilities when they are coupled than whenthey are truly in-
dependent. That's part of the problem. And often we will systematically run a cross
impact analysis before we ever move into the trend impact analysis. The ballgame
doesn'tstophere. What I've said to you up to now may be the easiestport of the
process.

The next thing that we ask is a series of questionsabout the impact of theseevents, if
they were to occur, on the trend in question. The impact studyconsiststypically of
five questions. They relate to the nature of the impact in termsof how long it would
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be from the occurrenceof the event until the trend would move either up or down from
what it otherwise would be, and the magnitude of those impacts. What I show you
here is how long it would be until first movement of the trend occurs, how long to the
maximum impact, the magnitude of that impact, how long to the steady-state impact.
These last two columns refer to the fact that very often the event will occur and you'll
have somemaximum impact on the marketplace. Then the impact saturates and settles
down at same lower level.

We go through the entire process. This lists just one port of the set of events used to
project this trend. Here's the rest of the events used in this one analysis. We have
found that once you have designed the level of abstraction that you're dealing with,
largely by the nature of the events and by the nature of the trend,that ten to twenty
events cover the possibilities important to the trend in question. It's very important
in this kind of analysis not to double-account. Don't include events whose charac-
teristics are already included in another event at a higher level of abstraction.

Our clients tell us some very interesting things about this type of analysis. Remember,
I've been talking with you about policy analysis. This is not forecasting for the sake
of putting something in the file so we can come back in I0 or 15years and say, Aha,
look how smart we were. Our clients look at this projection and the events used in
the analysis and can ask themselves, us, or whoever is the team somevery interesting
questions. Someonemay believe that the possibility of national allocations of petroleum
caused by oll shortages is not 15% for 1990, it has to be at least 75%. The fact that
you can see where disagreements may lie and how this can effect the outcome is important.
You can put in the 75 vs. 15% and seehow important it is, and we can stop arguing.
There is an enormous amount of worry in this world, in this bollgame of forecasting and
policy analysis, that deals with trivia. We worry about the wrong problem. Translation:
we don't know how sensitive the answersare toward differences of opinion. This is one
way that setsout the importance of differences of opinion. If we worried about the
donut and not the donut hole, we'd be a lot better off.

In making judgmental estimates of impact we find one of two extremes. People typically
either overestimate how much one event can do to a trend or they underestimate. When
you think about these things they start coming in together. I can remember when we
Firststarted trying to project GNP, an enormousparameter, wlth these kinds of techniques.
People would march in the door and say, wow, if we got that kind of increase | n energy,
GNP would be hit in the heed by 5% to 6%. Do you know how many dollars that is?
You would have an enormous transient. You really must dlsaggregate aspectsof the
future in this way. The other thing that happensthrough trend impact analysis, in addi-
tion to being able to analyse the sensitivity from differences of opinion, is that the whole
level of judgment becomes a lot more realistic.

Another thing that people tell usabout the technique is that they can better assesswhether
they can influence the future of that trend. What if I take up more R&D and drop it in the
marketplace? Or more lobbying in Washington? Or a new marketing program with my
clients? Will I change the likelihood of these events? They start getting insight into how
they can affect their future. Alternatively, they say they may be dealing with a situation
which doesn't allow them to change it because their own actions are constrained. But now
they say they can at least know what to bok for so they can respondquicker.
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Let me showyou another projection madeusingT.I .A. In 1973 we were usingthis technique
in a data service we were developing for the pharmaceuticalsindustry called Pharma-
ceutical Prospects. It now has 120 curves like this in it that cover all kindsof things:
incidences of disease, satesof specific items, and soon. |.was dealing with economic
trendsand the ConsumerPrice Index and interviewing people around the country, by tele-
phoneand in person. Commonwisdomin America at that time was that inflaffon will
continue through the foreseeable future at 3 1/2 or 4 percent per year. I walked into
my colleague's office one day and said, Ted, let me showyou something. I have a
feeling that inflation in America over the next decade is going to be in the area of six
or seven percent° And he said, where the hell did you get that? And I said, where do
you think I got it? He said, I'm not going to let you publish it becausepeople will think
that we've got a screw loose, and they won't buy our product. SoI said, look, we say
we've come up with somethinghere that can help insight, all the input data is here,
change the inputs if you don't like them. Either put up or shut up. He fussedand fumed
for three to four weeks and then said, publish it.

Many eyebrowswere raised. Now people look at me and say, why the hell were you so
conservative? Actual inflation (i.e. rise in C.P.I.) hasbeen above the upperquartile.
Doesthat mean I waswrong? My answer to you is no, in the following sense. There
was an enormousnumberof decisionsthat were being made in governmentand in the
private sector of America. They were presumingcertain levels of inflation. If those
decisionswere basedon this kind of projection rather than the one that wascommon
wisdom, my argument to you is that certain areas of pain that have existed in our society
would have been markedly reduced. One of the basesfor trying to improve insights into
the future is not on the premise that you can eliminate all surprises, but that you can
minimize surprisesand thereby minimize pain.

Peoplecontinuously ask us, if your projections using these techniquesare so good, how
accurate are they? In dragging out theseold projections, 1 probably have done you a
disservice. Becausethe question about accuracy is the wrong question. The question
should not be if you're so goodhow goodare your forecasts? The question really should
be, whether the projections you have apparently improveddecision making. Indeed,
professionallywe would be absolutely derelict in our duty if we madea forecast, put
_t in the file and came beck in ten years and said, wow, isn't this a pretty stinky world-
just like 1 said it would be ten years ago?

The thing that we shouldbe doing in forecasting is attempting to improve our insight as
to how to improvewhat the situation is likely to be comparedto what it otherwise would
be. Here's what I usedin making the projection of ConsumerPrice Index. I wasgetting
signalsof a very significant recessionin America. I was lecturing at Columbia (at Arden
House)about this time and I was talking about inflation rates of 10 to 12 percent and
unemploymentof 8 to 10 percent in the next several monthsto a year and a half and I
got laughed out. The next time I showedup people were listening becausewe were on
target. I don't purport, by any stretch of the imagination, to be clairvoyant. But there
seemsto be a way of asking questionsabout the future that indeed can improveour in-
sights.
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Here's howforecastsare madespecifically using thisone technique. We look at the
historic data (after we collect it) and we curve-flt it. We use a computerto search
a family of equations, somelinear, somenonlinear, in the transformedspace. We
can put in limits; we may not think it's rational for this equation to go above this
number, or clearly you can't exceed 100% here. The procedure tells uswhich equation
best fits the data, within the limitsand constraintsplaced on it. We thenstep back
and ask whether that mechanical processis valid. It may not be. Forexample,
events mayalready have occurred, suchas recent legislation, whose impact on the
curve hasnot yet been felt. Butwe knowthat the curve has to digressfrom its
hlstoric trend. You mustask yourself thosekindsof questionsand judgmentally ad-
just the baseline prajection from the best fit equation if necessary. You have to make
peace with what you believe the baseline shouldbe. This is a very demanding process.
It causesyou to asksomevery basicquestionsabout the institution with which you are
dealing. There is much forecasting done in America today that worriesonly about the
future and not about the present or the past;such forecastsoften have to be discontinuous
with the presentand thusinstitutionally incorrect.

The next step in the processis the questionof '_Vhot could occur that could modify
baseIme.or change the '" "_"

GARY CORBETT: I always have trouble with that base llne. Haw de you know that
the people you're interviewing are not intuitively forecasting someof the events that
you're trying to analyze?

That is a superpoint. Gary is saying that, often when you ask people to estimate elements
of this process, the events and the impacts, they may already have someof these elements
built in the base line. Gary raisesa very good point in the following aspect: don't
forecastthe future event whose characteristic is already built in the trend. If you are
dealing with demographictrends, don't forecast a continued reduction in birth ratesif
you feel that that characteristic is already built into the curve. But, a forecastof an
increase in the birth rate, that may be a new event. You forecastevents, you estimate
their likelihood of occurrencevs. time, the impact on the baseline projection. An
important point here is the difference between probability and impact. I believe it is
very important to ask about future events in the following sequence. First identify those
events that, if they were to occur, would be the mostimportant. The first part of the
screeningprocessis to pick out the big swingers. Don't worry initially about how likely
they are to occur. Tell meabout those that, if they were to occur, would be the most
important. We typically do it in three categories: of major, of moderate, of little or
no importance. Now talk to me about probability. For the onesthat have low prob-
ability, but are at the highestend of the impact scale, we will have to be a little bit
more precise. There's a very strong reason. In the psycheof individuals and institutions,
if left to their own devices when they spot somethingthat they view asodious they
intuitively ascribe a low prababil|ty of occurrence to it. They ca#t cope with
challenge, a threat. I suspectif we had someway of going back in history and looking
at forecaststhat were madeand discarded, I_any would have that characteristic: low
probabilities assignedto events viewed asodious. If you can get people to step back
and talk about big swingersfirst, then you can start to uncover counter-intuitive
reasoningabout probabilities. The interviewee statesthat one certain event has a very
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low probability of occurrence, but everything else he said indicates it shouldn't be
that low. If you find out he% concemedabout it asa threat and can point that out,
it's often more comfortable for him to back off and revise his estimate of likelihood
to a more rational figure.

Don't ignore potential big swingers. We shouldbe attempting to increase the likeli-
hoodof those things we view asgood and take actions that keep the likelihood of
occurrence of odiousevents low. And that shouldbe positive action, not non--actlon.

Now, let me return to the impact estimate that I_ve been talking to you about and how
it's usedto prepare the final projection. The calculation is quite simple. It's an
expected value calculation. Foreach evenb the computer fills out a table. The
vertical heading (Y) is "year of event occurrence," the horizontal heading is "impact
in year X.' The impact is determinedby applying the probability of theevent
occurring in year Y to the impact the event would have in Year X. Thisgives the
expected value of the impact of an event in one year. To get the expected value
or the impact of an event in each year, simply sumthe expected values for each year
baseduponthe likelihood of the event occurring in each year coupled with the delay
time and magnitude of impactsalready estimated.

Question: Is there any way you get at probability measurement,other than judgmental?

In certain instances, probabilities can be calculated by usingrecognized analytic techni-
ques. The way we get impactsand the way we get probabilities, dependsupon whether
there are economicor engineering-like tools that can be used, or whether it can be
obtained only by judgment. Often, when you deal with the future, judgment is, in
fact, the best. An important consideration is how muchtime and moneyyou want to
put into it. I could worry five years and spenda million and a half dollars on getting
an impact estimateon somekind of engineering problem. But, this technique lends
itself to sensitivity analysis. Don't spenda lot of moneysharpeningup the pencil and
improving a numberfor an event if it turnsout that variations of that number are un-
important in the overall picture.

LePsreturnta the first projection. We now have the expected value of the impact or
baseline for each event for each year. Theseare added algebraically to get the mean,
or the expected value of the projection. There are statistical ways, once you have the
meanand you know the expected value of each event and its variation around its own
expected value, that you can calculate the limits. In fact the limits are not always
symmetrical, they may be skewedup or down, which is also a big insight.

You now can seewhat the big swingerevents are and where you shouldput your
emphasis. Rememberthat typically our "worry bin" is full. Many of these concerns
may be trivial. Butthey often cause decisionsto be poorer than need be. Indeed one
of the major features of thls procedure is that it doesidentify which concernsare most
important and should be dealt with, andwhat mattersmcr/be ignored.

Another useof this type of forecasting is as an early warning signal. Eventhough a
client may feel powerlessto effect any change in a given area, he may feel relieved
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to know what the important future events may be. On the other side of the coin, if a
client doesnot llke the forecast, he can identify the areas that he can lean on to try
and influence the courseof future events. Indeed, we have certain clients familiar
enough with these proceduresthat they have unmadethe forecast: we have seen people
interject themselvesand change the world.

This last 45 minutesor sodealt with tlme-serles data. Let me nowtalk a bit about
simulating systems,linking variables-but in the samespirit of the output being prob-
abillstic. Jay Forrester, an electrical engineer at MIT, invented systemdynamicsand
haswritten several books, industrial Dynamics, and World Dynamics. One of the ways
of simulatingsystemsis usifig I-orrester'stype techniques. [he principle of his simulation
modeling is the following.

Let's saywe're interested in the population of a city, state, region or country. We ask
several questions. What influences population9 Clearly, birth rate does. As birth rate
goesup, there's positive feedback, and population goesup. What else affects popu-
lation? Death rate affects population. As death rate goes up, there's negative feed-
back and population goes down. Butnowwhat happensas population increases? Well,
aspopulation goesup, you can see many results. Demand, for example, increaseson
natural resources. Howwe apply technology of extraction and in usingthose resources
ultimately influences levels of pollution in the atmosphere. Material standardsof living
can be modified which in turn affects the death rate and the loop closes. As you step
through time with the model, usingquantified relationshipsamong these parameters, such
asatmosphericpollution and deathrate, you can output death rate, birth rate, population.
usageof resources,etc.

This type of modeling is very demanding, First,you have to knowa gooddeal about the
systemwith which you're dealing. But the technique also creates someinteresting in-
sightsbecause the systemhas to be broken downinto its elemental parts. You've got to
be specific about what you're talking about. All assumptionshave to be madeexplicit;
what the elementsare, what the relationships between them are_ and soon. And you
also mustdetermine what forces will affect the system;and, indeed, if you're going to
affect the system, what's required to do it. You can use it asa tool for experimentation
and policy analysis.

One of the itemswe mustrecognize is that any simulation, whether it be this analytic
kind of simulationor an engineering kind of simulation, still is not the real system. One
of the criticisms leveled at modeling is that the real systemis not static, it can and does
change. We can make new laws that affect resourceusageor we can have new kinds of
technology that can affect resourceusage_ and soon. The nature of modelingdictates
that the model be reviewed. We shouldask ourselves, what are we missing, what's
happening that may be outside the scopeof the model_ what history would dictate the
model be redesigned.

Let me give you a primitive example. One of the table functions, the linkages in these
models relates sulfurousoxide in the atmosphereto death rate. Presumea researcher in
a pharaceutlcal houseis working on an antl-pollution pill which counters the detrimental
effects of the sulfurousoxide. When he brings it into the marketplace, we should anticl-
pate a change in the death rate and the curve linking pollution to death rate shifts. Hence,
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one type of change in the model is a change in the internal relationship.

Another thing that might happen is that Congressenactsnew legislation opening the
doorsto immigration. That is a direct factor affecting population. So a new input
factor is involved from a change in the law. Other events may occur and I nowcan
start asking myself the following questionsin relation to how the model changes. What
would happen to the probabilities of these events, for example, as population goesup?
I would argue that, as population goesup, the probability of inventing that pill is going
to go up because there'smore pressurefor it, governmentfundingof research, and soon.
Butthe probability of immigration opening up goes down. You can estimate iudgmentally,
or in whatever way, those kinds of impacts. You could also ask the crossimpact question.
If this event occurs, what's the probability of immigration? and vice-versa.

Now the decision makercan step back and ask himself, what shouldI do? What's the
mosteffective event or events? Can I get it with legislation, with new R&D, etc. ?
In termsof this type of modeling technique I would offer theseobservations. You can
account for events that are outside of the structure with which you previously were dealing.
You can step over boundaries, institutional boundaries. And, the model itself becomes
dynamic. It changesitself as it stepsthrough time.

We've used this technique in manyproblemareas. The first time we usedit was for a
governmentagency in Washingtonthat had usmodel the Japaneseeconomy. This was
before the energy embargo. The agency in Washington wasinterested in what Japan
might be doing in termsof expert policy, import requirements, and soon.

There's another element of modeling that relates to the responseof decision makers. We
call it "decision" modeling. In many regards it can importantly be usedto estimate the
responseof clients suchasyou have in your marketplace. Decision modellng is based
on a couple of basic premises. The first is that when a chooser, e.g. the consumer,
has a seriesof alternatives before h.tm, the alternatives are chosenbasedupon the degree
to which each alternative satisfiesthe range of needsthat the decision makershave. If
an alternative does not satisfy the market at all, it's not going to penetrate the market.
If the alternative satisfies the range of need to a high degree, you have a high penet-
ration of the marketplace and soon. The other basis is that the behavior of the userscan
be determined from pestactions; i.e. you can estimate howwell various altematlves
have sotlsf|ed criterion and see historically what happened in the marketplace. When
you're working with a population of consumersyou can, in fact, describe or estimate
what is important to themfor given products. What does it cost, is there llabillty in its
use, howabout it's availability, etc. And you can determine at any point in time how
important one criteria is to the others.

One characteristic of our society is that the itemsthat we have to satisfy, as we move
throughtime, change and the relative importance amongthemchanges. Hot too many
years ago communities in America demandedsoot from power stationsand smokefrom
steel mills because they were signsof economic prognass.
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This modeling technique demandslbat you define what's important and how important
thosethings are to the population of decision makers. You also mustestimate each
one of your alternatives and estimate howwell they satisfy each of the criterion asa
function of time. We were working for Northeast Utilities and trying to estimate for
themwhat would be the penetration of new space heating in homesfor their region.
We designed a simulation model. One of the main elements of that model wasa
decision model. The model had a sector for consumergrowth that fed new housing
unitsoverall. Thosenew housingunits generated consumerchoices in termsof space
heating. Suchchoices were based uponinitial cost, fuel costt convenience, safety,
availability of fuel, and service supportfor the Utility. Usinghistoric data we
validated the model-an important step in any design and useof simulation models.
Usingthe decision model we estimated what the penetration would be. The total
modelalso estimated "retirements". Retirementsinclude replacement units in
existing bui Idlngsand abandonmentsof houses.

Now, how did we build our little decision model'?. We looked at things historically.
How important were things to people in the post. Here you seethem on a scale of
0 to 100. We also estimatedhow important they're likely to be in the future.
Fuel costs markedlyrising then coming down, convenience staying about the same,
cleanliness showingincreasing concernsabout pollution, fuel availability, starting
to get very high in '80 and '90 compared to what it was. And then we took a look
at how the alternatives met each one of the criterion. Here those are, on a scale
of 0 to 1. Oil wascoming down in cost but by 1990 going up rather markedly. Gas
wascoming down and going back up again. Thus, we estimated how well each alter-
native met each criteria. And here's the outputln termsof penetration. And you
mustvalidate with history. In fact, I will observe to you that too many modellers
build models and forget to test them to see if they regenerate the past. If a model doesn't
regenerate the past, you're very bard-pressedto argue that you should use it to
project the future. You mayhave to "tune-up" someassumptions. Butfirst re-
generate the pastbefore attempting to make a projection for the future.

As we've talked this afternoon you've asked questionsabout sourcesof data. There's
one kind of data collection about which I want to talk briefly with you. I've already said
read everything you can get your handson, generate someof your own numbers,talk
to experts, and maybeeven look for a consensus. There'sa lot of consensusseeking
in America. A recent approach to consensustand it's not so recent nowas it's 10 to
15 yearsold, is Delphi conferences-i.e. Delphi studies. A Delphi conference is
somethingthat has been abusedand misused. The concept was generatedby some
people out on the West Coast in the latter part of the '60's who had been largely
working in the area of systemanalytic approachesand effectiveness studiesfor the
Department of Defense.

Thosepeople were of several convictions. One of them wasthat standardconference
techniques where people pround tables cometo a joint and mutual decision, have un-
desirable aspects. C)ne aspect is the bandwagoneffect. Another is the stifling of
communications: I'll be damnedif I want to disagree with the bossbecause if I do I
won't be here next week. Additionally participants feel uncomfortable in backing
off from somethingthat they have pursuedfor twenty years, becauseof embarrassment.
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The Delphi technique hastwo basic purposesand principles and no more. It collects
opinions anonymouslyfor a reconsideration. The way it wasoriginally used was to
sendout questionnaires.

Rememberthe curve I wasshowingyou about how fast you can fly in the earth's
atmosphere? Let's use that asan example. Let's say I wasdoing a forecast in 1950.
I would put together a panel of so-called experts. If I wasdoing it in 1950, who
would I try to embracefor my panelists? Aero-dynamlclsts, people whoare experts
in aircraft propulsionsystems,do structures,and maybe somepeople whoare pilots.
I'd send themthe curve. One of the questionsI might ask ist why hasthe curve moved
llke it has in the past? The aerodynamlcist might tell you that there waso big mental
block against flying beyondthe speed of sound, but once it was done, the mental
b[oc_ went away and we rushedahead to do it. And the structuresmanmay tel I you
that in 1950 we invented a new metal, and the engine manwould tell you we went
from propellers to jet engines. So they all give you the reasons. The next question
might be, what do you think the future will hold and why?

You would askeach of them to extrapolate the curve with their reasons. Thosedata
would be collected. We might find that a personthat's giving you a low estimate, in
comparisonwith others,belleves he is really giving you high estimates. You then feed
their data back with all the reasons, the rangesof opinion, and showeach respondent
the results and where he was-and ask him to reconsider. If we were to do that same
kind of inquiry today, there's one expert that we would want on that panel that we
probably would have ignored in 1950: the environmentalists. It wasn't technology
that turned off the SST;it was the environmentalists.

Delphi is not an attempt to do a poll, statistically, aspollsters do. Delphi is an
attempt to create a synthetic expert.

Norm Dalkey used a group of UCLA studontsseveral years ago in an interesting study
of Delphi. They were given a set of encyclopedia-type questions, answersto which
could be Iookedup in history booksto determine if that personwasright or wrong.
Personswere asked to rate themselves, relative to their own expertise. This can be
done, for example, on a scale of one to ten. Dalkey found that people who rate them-
selveshigh as being experts are moreoften likely to have the right answers.

He also found that you shouldnot feed back questionsmore than once. You get to a
paint of diminishing returns. Give people one chance to reconsiderand then moveon
to somethingelse. If you have a Delphi, or anonymousconference, after a standard,
face to face conference, the typical answeris likely to be improved. If you have an
open conference discussionfollowing an anonymousinput, the answer is degraded.

We no longer use mailed questionnairesfor such inquiries. We conduct interviews.
We sendout two people whoare versed in the subject_ after having designedand
tested the interview. Where we feel there's important differences of opinion that we
want to penetrate further, then we get back with the person, either in personor by
p hone.
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The items we discussedtoday maysoundterribly scientific, and I think I know where
the bulk of you people are coming from, relative to fact vs. opinion. Buteven though

you may perceive that many of usare tr_ing to say a lot of this is scientific, it isn't.
There are someimportant caveats that I d llke to leave with you. An example is, the
weathermantells you that there's a 60% probability it's going to rain tomorrow. He
isn't telling youi;¢'sgoing to raln, or not going to rain-and he's not telling you to carry
an umbrella, or not carry an umbrella. What he's attempting to do is give you a better
indication of the risksyou're taking so that you can determine your owncourseof action.

We talked this afternoon about the fact that the methodsstill are highly judgmental.
I will say thls though, that we have experienced, in working wlth a diverse set of
people, whenyou try to be a little bit mare systematicabout pulling elements of the
future aport, individual judgmentsbecomea lot more repeatable. Recognize that you
may have overlooked something. We're not clairvoyant. The important point here, after
having recognized that, is to ask yourself whether youtre minimizing surprises.

All this relates to decision making or policy analysis becausewhen you come downto
it, when you choose policy, what youare doing is deciding today whaPsgoing to be
right and proper for tomorrow. What you're deciding is, on balance, what tomorrow's
society is going to want. Increasingly, in recent years, we madesomepretty bad
decisions, basedupon what contemporaryhomosapiensthought about tomorrow'sworld.
Yet it doesn'tmeanwe shouldback off, throw up our handsand say policy analysis is
a silly ballgome. If we recognize what we're dealing with and if we find someway of
assessingwhat the future is in terms of the disaggregotedcauses, we have a better ability
to track ourselvesas we go along and to readjust the plan, or the set of policies we
have established.

This bringsme to another point. There still is, even in our contemporaryplanning, the
image that once the plan is created, it's the plan, or that it's immutable. If that is
the approach to planning, don't ever make-ff'fhefirst plan. Don't come up with a plan
and say, comehell or high water that plan has to be followed. It shouldbe usedasa
road map. If indeed it's a good plan, if it's constructedso that the elementsof it are
before you, you can continuously update it. Indeed you can update such a plan much
easier than we've been able to do with our old approaches. The hardest part of making
those forecastsI showedyou is doing it the first tlme. Once you've got those events
and probabilities listed, for example, it is soeasy, by comparison, to work with the
list and update it as time unfolds;say, what do I think now. Donlt put it in the drawer
and forget about it.

In forecasting we should recognize that many things are possible. In fact, the mast
likely scenario or future may not even be 50-50, it mayonly be one chance in three,
or one chance in four. The future ultimately will evolve asa function of what we do
today: its not a fait accompll with which we are dealing. Don't ask for curves sothat
you can rushahead ignoring the fact that what you do as a company, asa bureaucracy,
will influence the future. Today'saction will influence the future, often importantly.

One of the things that makes this ballgame difficult is that language changes and we
speak improperly. A story will illustrate. He is an Indian Chief doing the standard,
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old-fashlonedt proven kind of forecasting. He has his ear to the ground and he tells
the Indian standingbeside him "Don't tell me, I hear buffalo coming. " The Indian
hears it not asa question, but a declarative statement. So the Indian considersit an
order. He hears the buffalo coming, but doesn't tell the Chief and the Chief is
trampled. Then the Indian walks over to the broken, bustedChief and sayst "why
didn't you want me to tell you the buffalo were coming2"

TherCs imprecision built into our language and our communications. I tve become
increasingly aware of that over the last several years. I often think I knowwhat i_m
asking people to dot or what they're telling me-and I step back and ask myself, do
I really know what I_ve said or de I understandwhat they have said? Often, I don_t.
Too frequently we don't pursuethe discussionlongenoughto clarify ambiguity because
we perceive we mayhear somethingwe don't want to hear-someone may be affemptlng
to tell usof an impend|ng odiousfuture that we could preventor minimize with more
effective communications.

Thankyou, you have been a delightful audience.


